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Brake Pads, Brake Shoes, Brake Drums

  

With over 30 years of history, Remsa is today a leader in the manufacture of brake components
for the automotive industry. The continued growth and constant technological development
achieved by the advanced technical means available to it, Remsa allowed to reach a leading
position in world production of friction materials for cars and trucks.

             

  

Brake Pads

A range of over 1000 references that can cover 99% of national assets. A constant update of the range make this product a flagship of the package. Raw materials, manufacturing techniques and processes of industrial prerodaggio "Scorching" ensure consistent performance under braking. A special and exclusive process, called Fit System, to adapt to the disk that has slight deformation caused by high temperatures. The plate vibration, produced by Remsa in full compliance with the characteristics dictated by the car manufacturers, is applied when required by the original works and allows you to absorb the vibrations produced by the braking system. The brake pads are certified Remsa EC R-90 which requires quality standards for producers of friction materials. The approval is easily recognizable by the mark E.
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http://www.exoautomotive.it/remsa/


Remsa

Brake Shoes

With a range of about 300 references to the Remsa  brake shoes is able to fully meet the market demands. For each shoe is available from the accessory kit (springs, washers and pins) that in addition to completareil product allows you to make an accurate audit of the drum system. Even the brake shoes are certified by the approval recognizable European ECE R-90 Product and packaging.

  
    

  

Brake Drums

The  Remsa  brake  drums, as the  brake  disc are used and appreciated for the precision and care about machining. The use of selected raw materials, precision machining and in particular anti-corrosion treatments, together with the official recognition of the Remsa  brake  drum TÜV make a product that complies fully with the parameters dictated by the car manufacturers.
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